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Television remains an exercise in control: Manicured

sets, rapid-fire scripts, fixed kliegs, as many as three cameras, and, for the jumpy

actor, cue cards remain fixtures of the industry.

RELATED (HTTP://DEADLINE.COM/2015/04/BETTER-CALL-SAUL-RATINGS-TOP-

CABLE-SERIES-2015-1201409173/)

'Better Call Saul' Ratings: Live+3 Confirms No. 1 New Series

Status (http://deadline.com/2015/04/better-call-saul-
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But in 1999, Tony Soprano shook things up. The Sopranos
(http://deadline.com/tag/the-sopranos/), the single-camera drama about a

gangster who visits a shrink more o"en than he collects on a vig, raided

American TV. With its violation of almost every rule of small-screen scripture, it

introduced a novel concept: cinema on television. Natural lighting, grisly violence

and unnerving handheld camera-work gave the show a palpable menace that

would ultimately earn it 21 Emmys, 111 nominations and a place among TV’s all-

time greats.

Other cinema-esque shows followed. Mad Men, Breaking Bad, Lost and

Boardwalk Empire underscored a seismic shi" in reality TV, one that hailed the

antihero and flexed cinematographic muscle normally reserved for big screens
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The Last Man on Earth cinematographer Christian Sprenger likes the emphasis on low
light and shadows utilized in the comedy. “You’re giving the audience credit that it can fill
in things. (Audience members) can participate more in the show.”

Dark Inspiration

The Last Man on Earth

If Saul and Bloodline seek chills, Last Man looks for laughs, perhaps the toughest

trick in TV cinema verite. The Fox show, created by star Will Forte, is a mix of

Mad Max and The Simpsons. The population of North America might have been

all but wiped out by a virus, but the survivors in the show are downright

neighborly: they’re more likely to cook you dinner, not you.

That apocalyptic twist drew cinematographer Christian Sprenger, a Kroll Show
veteran who made his splash with the cop parody Eagleheart.

Sprenger initially was skeptical that a big network would go for something as

darkly comic as Last Man. “When I saw other cable shows do it with Mad Men
and Breaking Bad I thought, ‘If cable can do the super cinematic thing, why can’t

the networks?’ ”

Sprenger’s inspiration came from dark sources. “Our main visual references are

There Will Be Blood and No Country for Old Men,” he says of the Oscar-winning

crime dramas. “Both of those movies are sort of classic Westerns, following one

lonely man.”

Last Man, shot in Chatsworth and Simi Valley, also “is about emptiness and

solitude, except we add a tour van,” Sprenger says of the automobile that

protagonist Phil Miller (Forte) fills with plundered Picassos, baseball

memorabilia and the White House Oval Office rug. Because the series creators

wanted a sense of reality to the comedy, they le" the hero dependent on

generators and itty-bitty book lights to find his way at night.

Sprenger found something freeing in easing his grip on variables like lighting and

over-explained backstory. “In most shows, you have the perfect image—crystal

clear, so you can see everyone’s face.” But when you leave some storytelling

elements in the shadows, “you’re giving the audience credit that it can fill in

things. (Audience members) can participate more in the show.”
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Still, cinematic TV can be frightening footing for those behind the camera. “On

the first day of shooting, our first scene was in a bar, lit only by a candle,”

Sprenger recalls. “The crew and I were having this long talk about how we were

going to shoot it, the kind of exposure we were going to need, all of that.”

Suddenly, as he and crew members puzzled over lighting an entire bar with a

candle, they realized they were breaking new ground. Unfamiliar ground. “We

just kind of looked at each other and said, ‘What are we doing here?’ This is

insane. We’re all going to get fired.’ ”
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